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About This Game

Djilyaro is a short, first-person psychedelic game. In a strange place you awake with one goal, to find all the pieces and to be set
free of this strange island. Although the closer you get to completion the stranger things become.

Features:
- First Person Game

- Psychedelic Environment
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Title: Djilyaro
Genre: Indie
Developer:
HoneyBeeSoftware
Publisher:
HoneyBeeSoftware
Release Date: 24 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5, 2.8+ GHZ

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 570, AMD Radeon 6870, or equivalent

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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I'm enjoying this game so far. Some of the lines the main character says are a bit contrived. The hidden object puzzles are
somewhat challenging. The scenes are lovely.. Nice retrival of an old C64 game, that I used to play, would love Steam to port a
lot more of those old games to something that works nicely on a modern PC. Works exactly as expected, just like playing it on
the C64.. minus the Load "*", 8, 1 waits.. Please fix this mod, it would be great!. While i did enjoy the game, to be honest it was
just because of nostalgic reasons. The gameplay itself and the "feel" of the combat is very stiff in my opinion. just comparing
the gameplay to other good beat em ups i would rate this a 5/10, add to that that it DOES have the bud spencer setting i still
enjoyed it. overall 7/10. Game looks and runs great, but has no ♥♥♥♥ing right being this hard. Great game, even if you play it
as a timekiller. Definately worth £0.39.. A very interesting game with a unique setting that the creators clearly did some
homework on. The writing is well done and everything from character dialogue to bits of history in the narration helps bring the
setting and atmosphere of the game to life. I'm also glad to have found one of these text adventures on Steam that doesn't take
place in a fantasy universe or have things like magic included. These types of games set against the backdrop of real history are
great imo and I hope the developers will consider making more.

I enjoyed the way the game was split up into cases, and felt that the stats you gave your character during the intro really did
impact the way the game turned out. I think this game allows for some pretty different playstyles, I had a good time on my first
run as a furtive coward who smooth talked his way through tough situations, it was nice to see that there was usually a way
through a case if you properly utilised your character's talents. I also like the fact that you can play both sides of the law and
even end up somewhere in the middle, it really made the game feel more open and adds replayability value.

Only major negative I would say (which other reviewers have pointed out) is that the ending seemed to come out of nowhere
and felt a bit rushed. I hope in future if the developer made another game that it would last a bit longer, I feel like there was
more potential that could have been gotten out of this game.

Overall, I think it's worth a buy for the fiver it's sold at.. Artwork is okay but you might expect more for the price. Voice acting
is spotty with some characters having much better acting and sound quality than others. Story is well written but the ending felt
rushed. Several paths that can be taken with varying endings. They will all hit you in the feels.

Overall worth your time. Not without its flaws but the characters are written well enough that you should actually become
invested in the story.

 Also there is an uncensored patch offered for those interested.. This is garbage, and a full time lie.............. dont put your money
on this....
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I bought the bundle - There some great and beautiful songs in this music pack!
If you like the songs of the preview - buy it, it's worth it.
Don't worry if you read the other "not recommended-reviews" they're out of date...
The music pack comes in 3 different formats. MP3, M4A and OGG so you can still use it in your MV-project.

For those special people:
We're in 21th century and there are countless music-converters on the internet.
Some people still don't know how google works. A little question for you: If you can handle RMMV or just download Steam,
you should know here at the latest that Google exists...

If you really don't know, I'm sorry for you and I want to help you, just klick this link > http:\/\/lmgtfy.com\/?q=What+is+google
(Please don't take it too srsly)

Greetings - have a nice day (RPG-Makers). Cute little puzzle game. Starts out simple, but gets more advanced over time. New
mechanics are introduced gently.

Due to the low price I would recommend this to anyone looking for a casual puzzler. Very suitable for children.. I bought this
and then got a refund because, whilst I LOVE Gods and it's nostalgic and all that, this isn't a good remaster... it's a squandered
opportunity. All the guy needed to do was give a quick hi-res treatment to the beautiful 2D graphics and maybe a few other
tweaks. The improved saves and so on are great, but what made Gods amazing was the graphics and the design aesthetics. The
remaster 3D version graphics make me feel so depressed... and the improved frame-rate just makes the old skool graphics look
unreal. So, what I did after the refund was I downloaded an Amiga emulator, played it for free on that and completed it again
like I did back when I was 9. My kid think's I'm a hero and he loved the old Amiga graphics too. Save money or hope the dev
sees fit to do a proper job. Also I saw in an interview the dev bought the rights originally to do a mobile version... I think that
would be great but please leave the graphics alone mate. I wish he HAD made this a kickstart then he might have got some input
from other Gods fans and then also wouldn't need to charge so much for a bad remaster.. It's a good game, kinda average. I have
absolutely no idea why there's "great soundtrack" in the tags, the game's soundtrack is okay I guess but definitely not great. It
just kinda falls into all the other stuff that's quite average. But still, if you see this game in a sale or in a bundle, it's quite a lot of
fun for a while. I'd say the price is about 1€. Don't go higher, it's all the same♥♥♥♥♥♥over and over again.

6/10. A short, free tech demo,

Really nice high-tech environment, I loved the look and feel of it of it.. Boring game (mini-games in a game).
Visuals average, music and sounds are bland. Bow shot was pretty exhausting (work out, not a game), not challenging and just
boring.

This also is the first game out of dozens of games that made me hit my controller hard two times. Happened in the gametype
"smash". Funny eh? The game does not place\/keep the player in a safe position so it's only a matter or time. Especially if you
don't have a lot of room AND have expensive stuff around you, you better not buy this! I haven't played the 3rd gamemode
since I stopped after destroying the controller.

The game is too expensive anyway. There's many other games that deliver a much better experience for the money.
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